Congratulations Class of 2014!

Aaron, Adam Matthew * Acosta, Hector * Adair, Abagael
Lynn * Angioliio, Gian Henry * Antczak, Samantha Marie *
Areuvo, Max Henri Adam * Bain, Brinae Nicole *
Battersby, Patricia Sexton * Beach II, Ronald Spencer *
Bergman, Zachary Michael * Blanchard, Caitlin Marie *
Bloom, Jan Phillip * Bohn, John Gerald * Bonner, Rebecca *
Bowman, Arriene Sue * Bradley, Andrew William *
Budnik, Helena Francisca * Cardinal, Charity Ann *
Carney, Ryan Joseph * Carr, Sean Patrick * Case, Benjamin
Cha, Chris * Chan, Jan Dean * Christensen, Nolan Ryan *
Christie, Joseph Richard * Clark, Laura Michelle *
Colaccino, Nicholas Anthony * Conflitti, Jacob *
Conrad, Annika Britt * Contangelo, Jason William *
Craft, Brian Robert * Dagher, Nora Hana *
Darr, Katherine * Derleth, Wilson James * Devine, John
Patrick * Dixon, Carl Anthony *
Dodenhoff, Theodore G. MD. * Duke, Hannah Marie *
Durow, Jennifer Ross * Felder, D’Korbin * Ferris, Camden
Dibble * Fink, Elliot Ray * Fox, Alexandra Lucienne *
Frazier, Katherine Marie *
Fromm, Carly Rachel * Gaegauf, Tucker George *
Gerard, Kiana * Getschman, Eleanor * Ghabra, Obada *
Gorham, Ian William * Goudiss, Grace Morrison *
Grazioli, Andrew John * Guggerchetz, Margaret Rose *
Guggenheim, Aaron Micah * Gumbiner, Scott Joseph *
Gwiazdowski, Anna Nicole * Hadi, Zahraa Hussein *
Haffey, Carolyn Paige * Hawley Jr, John Edward *
Henderson, Joshua Frederick * Herman, Casey June *
Herron, Catherine Olivia * Hill, Matthew Jeffrey *
Hirschhorn, Jordan Benjamin * Ho, Emily * Hogikyan, Emily
Margaret * House, Scott Eric * Inzucchi, Charles Richard *
Jacovides, Julia Linos * Jedele, Sayre Amantha *
Joseph, Ethan Ross * Kaplan, Josh * Karpus, Kelly Therese *
Kim, Davis Lee * Kindermann, Stephen Charles *
Klick, Brigid Delaney * Kliger, Daniel Richard *
Kline, Christopher Robert * Kobylecki, Filip Aleksander *
Koplin, Allison Elizabeth * Kowalczyk, Zachary Randall *
Koza, Joseph George * Kucera, Jeremy Alexander *
LaPointe, Bryan Patrick * Laiing, Andrew G *
Lairmore, Tessia Pilar-Colleen * Lampert, Steven Daniel *
Lee, Jeong Woo * Lessner, Alec Brendan * Levine, Rose
Amelia * Levine, Samuel Henry * Levitt, Kristina Marie *
Li, Baitan * Liddell, Abraham Lewis * Lin, Tian Yang Daniel *
Litvak, Frances Gabriela * Liu, Chen * Lo, Pui Yan
Katherine * Lubin, Michael * Lum, Alison Mary *
Lyng, Andrew Michael * Mackenzie, Ian * Mathews, Michael
Philip * Mentzer, Christian Anthony * Mertz, Mackenzie
Catherine * Mesh, Aaron Phillip * Meza, David James *
Micou, Devon Taylor * Miley, Daniel Scott * Miller, Caitlin
Margaret * Miller, Emma F. * Miller, Mackenzie Leigh *
Miranda, Jose Ignacio * Molina, Jessica Elizabeth *
Morin, John Gordon * Najjar, Suha Suhail * Nallani, Rohit *
Nallie, Lauren Ashley * Navarro, Giovanni *
Nayer, David Andrew * Nguyen, Lena Le * Nieman, Lauren
Jill * Nzeyimana, Gael * Olson, Sarah Elizabeth *
Papayants, Julia N * Pauling, Sarah Elizabeth *
Penner, David Andrew * Peretzman, James Patrick *
Perl, Rachel Marcie * Peters, Jonathan * Petok, William
Pfeifer, Jeffrey A * Posner, Sara Maresa * Randall, Justin
Thomas * Richar, Bryan Michael * Riippa, Emily Jane *
Rui, Cesar * Saladiak, Sebastian N * Sanfield, Aaron
Michael * Santourian, Christine Adrienne
Schaefer, Joshua Steven * Schechtman, Ryan Joseph *
Schubiner, Brian Michael * Sexton, Anthony James *
Sheu, Vincent * Shindler, Robert Ryan * Silk, Alee *
Singh, Rasanpreet Kaur * Skizzi, Ian Andrew *
Soenn, Michael Pieter * Staebler, Margaret McGowan *
Stafford, Jason Edward * Stang, Melinda Diane *
Stawiarzski III, Leo Casimer * Stephens, Garrett Palmer *
Sternberg, Leah Hilary * Stirell, Zachary Harris *
Stromberg, Paul Benjamin * Summers, Patrick Thomas *
Sutton, Daniel John * Sutton, Kyle * Tierney, Patrick Kyle *
Torres, Alexandra Elizabeth * Tyler, Joseph Ellis *
Usow, Sophia Catherine * Van Seventer, Anton Joseph *
Van Driee, Andrew C. * Veras, Alexander James *
Walker, Samuel Scott * Weber, Ella Marie *
Weinstein, Benjamin L. * Wells, James Arthur *
Wieczorek, Claire Priscilla * Wiley, Judson Ian *
Willard, Alex * Wilson, Brianna Simone * Wilson, Luke
Robert * Woodfin, Kelsey Louise * Wu, Andrew Lu-Jang *
Zettner, Theresa Choly *

With the past in your pocket, the world is your oyster
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WELCOME
Kathleen Canning, Sonya O. Rose Collegiate Professor of History, Chair of the Department

KEYNOTE
Kevin Gaines, Robert Hayden Collegiate Professor of History and Afroamerican and African Studies.

STUDENT SPEAKER
Anna Gwiazdowski
History & Political Science Class of 2014

PRESENTATION OF HISTORY DEPARTMENT UNDERGRADUATE AWARD FOR LEADERSHIP AND SERVICE
Professor Matthew Lassiter, Director of Undergraduate Studies

RECOGNITION OF GRADUATES
Professors Susan Juster & Michelle McClellan

Kevin Gaines is the Robert Hayden Collegiate Professor of History and Afroamerican and African Studies. He is the author of Uplifting the Race: Black Leadership, Politics, and Culture During the Twentieth Century, (University of North Carolina Press, 1996), which was awarded the John Hope Franklin Prize of the American Studies Association. His most recent book, American Africans in Ghana: Black Expatriates and the Civil Rights Era (UNC Press, 2006) was a Choice Outstanding Academic Title. His current research is on African American history in global perspective.

“A LIFE OF LEARNING”